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Malpelo Island
Diving with the Yemaya II in Columbia’s

text and photos by 
Wolfgang pölzer
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travel Malpelo

Three of world’s best shark 
spots are located far off the 
coast of Central and South 
American, in the eastern 
Pacific Ocean. The least known 
of them, the tiny Colombian 
island of Malpelo, together with 
Galapagos and Cocos, create 
a “golden triangle” for big fish 
fans.
The current tugged at our fins. Severe 
threshold enables us to the rhythm of 
the long-drawn swell incessantly a few 
meters to the front and back. We had 
long since become accustomed to the 
incessant beeping of the dive computer 
display, which did not recognize the 
rapid changes in pressure. even here, 

a good 20 meters down, the forces 
of nature had no doubt who was the 
strongest.  
 Swarms of doctor-, handle- and 
butterflyfish could be on anything of 
it and seemed to dance around us 
effortlessly. Moray eels, with bodies 
as thick as a person’s arms, were not 
peering out of their residential holes 
with only their heads as one usually 
finds them, but meandered out in the 
open virtually defenseless between the 
sparsely colonized rocks. Mostly flat, 
sharp barnacles were growing on the 
outcroppings; beautiful pink-colored 
coralline algae covered the jagged 
volcanic rock.  
 A dark gap yawned before us. Not 
quite three meters wide, but certainly 
more than ten feet tall, we were lured 
into the pitch black rock. Startled by 

our headlights, a handsome whitetip 
reef shark peered at us in the distance. 
Shortly after, we were blocked by a wall 
of blaustreifenschnappern in the way. 
they seemed reluctant to give us room 
to pass.  
 Behind the school of fish, a deep blue 
shadow loomed. the slot-shaped cavity 
turned out to be about a 20-meter-
long tunnel. Shortly before starting their 
impressive romp, dickkopf mackerel 
made their sickle-shaped fins; they were 
incredibly quick and agile. during the 
slow ascent to the surface, we were 
honored by a squad of eagle rays. the 
graceful animals soared in formation far 
below us on the barren rocky reef. 
 After leaving the reef behind, it 
seemed a long time after we shot our 
surface marker buoy to notify the dive 
boat to come to us that they finally 

School of snappers at the dive site cathedral

Good size scorpionfish hiding from the strong current. pRevioUS pAGe: You can even find some spots with colorful coral life on Malpelo
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noticed us. there was extremely 
great danger in being abandoned, 
unnoticed out here. being a 
good 500 kilometers from the 
colombian coast and far away 
from any shipping routes was 
really uncomfortable. After a few 
minutes, neither substrate nor reef 
could be seen.  
 An invisible current came at us 
through the eastern Pacific. At a 
depth of around five meters, the 
sea suddenly turned dark ahead 
of us. had the current taken us 
back to the rocks? No, it was a 
gigantic  wall of jacks coming 
towards us -- the biggest school 
i have ever seen. thousands of 
silvery fish bodies orbited around 
us, enveloped us, obstructing 
the view between buddies. We 
enjoyed the feeling of being part 
of the swarm for a few minutes. but 
just as suddenly as it started, the 

clocKWiSe FRoM top leFt: Jackfish and grouper hunting in front of a cave; the few corals are 
either hard and tiny or soft and very flexible to endure the strong currents; Resting grouper; Moray 
eels are very common at Malpelo and almost always out in the open and swimming freely
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travel Malpelo

swarm was gone. visability cleared as 
the mackerel left us to move with the 
current. 
 the otherwise empty desert-like blue 
sea, however, had another surprise 
in store for us. About two dozen tuna 
plowed past us. their interest in us 
seemed extremely low. After a few 
seconds, we had the open ocean 
back to ourselves. but not for long.  
 First, only a shadow could be seen 
on the edge of our vision. i had a 
little more than a hunch, a hope. 
Yes, it was a shark. one, no two, 
no, a whole group! And then the 
numbers increased very quickly. 
out of nowhere, the sharks suddenly 
appeared everywhere.  
 during the entire dive, we had 
hoped, feared that this would happen. 
Now, it had come true. We were 
surrounded by a vast amount of about 

two-meter-long silky sharks! the lean, 
slightly golden, shimmering predators 
circled us, swam among us, enveloped 
us.  
 Their numbers were difficult to 
estimate; it was impossible to count 
them. Who knew how many were 
still out of sight? With over a hundred 
schools—some say even up to a 
thousand—these clusters of silky sharks 
are found only here at Malpelo and 
are unique in the world.  
 the animals seemed curious but not 
aggressive. Most did not come closer 
than five meters; some were brave and 
came within about two meters.  
 When others approached, they 
differed simply in their depth. 
Unfortunately, our air supply dwindled, 
as did the sharks, and all the schools 
of fish slowly lost their interest in us. We 
began our ascent. 

Mv YeMAYA ii

YeAR: 1965. originally built as a 
supply ship for oil platforms, then 
a private yacht, floating casino 
and escort vessel for deep sea 
fishing. Finally, in 2008 completely 
renovated and converted into a 
dive boat.

cReW: Seven-man crew plus two 
dive guides

leNGth: 35 feet

Ship tYpe: Steel ship motor yacht.

eNGiNe: 1,300 hp diesel

cAbiNS: two double cabins 
including bath / Wc, four double 
cabins with private sink but 
shared shower / toilet for two 
adjoining rooms, as well as two 
large master cabins. Maximum 
occupancy is 16 guests. All 
cabins with individually controlled 
air-conditioning is not.

FAcilitieS: Ample space, upper 
deck with covered dining tables, 
lounge and sun deck. Spacious 
dive deck with lights and camera 
charger (110v), air shower, 
two sinks and two showers. Air-
conditioned lounge with flat 
screen tv and dvd player in the 
lower deck.

Two sturdy eight-meter fiberglass 
dinghy with 2x2 110 or 140 hp for 
12 divers.

two Air and Nitrox membrane 
compressor 1, 2 and 3 Water 
power generators.

electRicitY: 24 hours 110 v, 
American flat plug (adapter 
needed) in each cabin, 220 v 
only in the engine room.

Giant school of jackfish (above); tiny little corals blooming in the current (right)

Silky shark 
(left)
Wrasse 
(below)
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 Just below the surface, we 
saw an arrow-shaped something 
shoot toward us, stop about three 
feet away, turn and disappear 
just as quickly. We saw just 
enough to realize that our brief 
visitor was a marlin. What a dive!

Features of Malpelo 
the tiny islands of Malpelo are located about 650 
kilometers southeast of cocos and around 1,200 
kilometers northeast of Galapagos in the eastern 
Pacific. Malpelo is nothing more than the top of 
a huge undersea mountain range. the island’s 
banks fall into the sea to a depth of about 4,000 
meters. Up to eight different ocean currents 
meet here during the year, all of which bring 
nutrient-rich deep water, and explain the high 
volume of large fish. 
 Around the main island, about 300 meters high, 
are assembled a dozen small rugged crags; 
almost all their submerged cliffs and rocky slopes 
harbor excellent diving spots.  
 local fauna include two endemic species 
of lizards, which thrive here almost exclusively, 

as well as terns, gulls, frigate birds and masked 
boobies. the latter boast a population of nearly 
30,000, and are the second largest colony of 
masked boobies in the world. important to us 
divers, however, are the sharks of which there are 
still enough living around the small island group. 

Sharks, sharks and more sharks... 
in addition to the aforementioned silky 
sharks, there are huge schools of scalloped 
hammerhead sharks, Galapagos sharks, whitetip 
reef sharks, whale sharks and the rare shield tooth 
sharks (odontaspis ferox or smalltooth sand tiger 
shark) which can be encountered only at depths 
below 50 meters. 
 Fortunately, the region was formally made into 
a protected marine reserve in 1995, and in 2006, 
got on the list of UNeSco World heritage Sites. 
Far from the mainland coast and surrounded by 
legal and illegal international fishing fleets, it is 

Mv YeMAYA ii

veSSel oWNeR: otmar 
hanser, German, of panama

edUcAtioN: only pAdi nitrox 
(US$170)

lANGUAGeS: english, 
German, Spanish

diviNG ReGUlAtioNS: 
Provides certification, log 
book and final medical 
confirmation. Minimum 

QUAliFicAtioNS: AoWd and 
30 dives. We dive for safety 
on Malpelo (flow) only in 
groups. 

MAXiMUM GRoUp Size:  
8 divers per guide. 

MAXiMUM depth: 40 meters.

ReQUiRed SAFetY eQUipMeNt 
at the greatest possible buoy 
(preferably with 20-meter 
reel), a whistle and a small 
mirror. For every free diver 
is a transmitter of the GpS 
and radio-tracking system 
“Nautilus lifeline” is available.

NAtioNAl pARK FeeS:  
coiba: $20 pr person pr trip 
Malpelo: $85 pr person pr day 
cocos: $35 pr person pr day

NitRoX 32% SURchARGe:  
$100 pr person per entire tour

SAFARi toURS: Year-round 
6-15 day tours mainly to 
coiba and Malpelo. A few 
events per year to cocos.

decoMpReSSioN chAMbeR: 
panama cityclocKWiSe FRoM top leFt: Scorpionfish; Grouper getting cleaned 

by butterflyfish; Giant hawkfish; Sunset at the island of Malpelo
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the major fish stocks that need to 
be protected at all cost. located 
on the barren main island, a 
small colombian military unit is 
stationed, which in recent years 
has acted on several occasions 
as an armed force against illegal 
long-line fishing. In addition, 
the few dive boats operating 
locally offer the sharks a little 
bit of protection, as the divers 
are vigilant and report to the 
base any ship that appears in 
the reserve. Unfortunately, they 
are not always equipped with a 
patrol boat. 
 one must be aware that the 
exclusiveness of the diving here 
is due to the low traffic of dive 
boats -- there are just five dive 
boats that have permission to 
operate in Malpelo. however, 
they are not allowed to operate 
simultaneously but sequentially. 

because of this rule, only one 
dive boat at a time is allowed to 
anchor at permanent buoys. 
 of course, not everyone is so 
spectacular dive from Malpelo 
as described above, but in fact 
has just taken place without 
any exaggeration! on the 
agenda are meetings with the 
various schools of fish, groups of 
grouper, eagle rays, and also 
almost always on nearly every 
dive, hammerhead sharks. these 
range the seas mostly in large 
schools of up to a hundred 
animals and head directly to the 
many cleaning stations on the 
reef where they can get the full 
treatment from cleaner fish and 
shrimp.

Diving 
When diving the seas around 
Malpelo, protective gloves are 

recommended. because you 
will want to see hammerhead 
sharks and it is not comfortable 
just floating through the reef, 
you will want to cling onto 
current-protected rocks covered 
with barnacles that have 
sharp edges. Furthermore, a 
large surface marker buoy is 
recommended, along with a 20-
meter-long duty reel, if possible. A 
strong current breaks away from 
the reef, so there is a need to be 
able to have at depth a buoy 
shot immediately to the surface 
to mark your location. diving here 
can be tedious and is certainly 
not for beginners, but diligent 
divers are often rewarded with 
unusual sightings. 
 the crossing from panama to 
Malpelo takes a whopping 30 
hours, and the Pacific Ocean 
is certainly not known to be 

Mv YeMAYA ii

FeAtUReS: mainly 12 liters and 3 
liters piece 15 diN / iNt aluminum 
tanks—no adapter required. 
there are six rental equipment 
available on board—those 
who arrive without their own 
equipment, however, should 
pre-order rental equipment.

pRice eXAMple: 9 nights on 
board (one dive coiba and 5 
days diving Malpelo), including 
3 to 4 dives per day, vp, water, 
soft drinks, tea, coffee, snacks, 
round trip transfer to panama 
city from US$3,600, plus National 
park fee (1 $20 x 5 x 85 coiba 
and Malpelo) = $445 plus transfer 
airport/hotel/airport: $35 
total: $4,080.

FUel SURchARGe of $100 is 
added if the oil price (brent) of 
$100 per barrel. A barrel of oil 
costs about $120 will be charged 
a surcharge of $160.

WebSite:   
www.coibadiveexpeditions.com

pRoS: 
● Unique dive sites 
● Stable and comfortable boat 
● excellent food 
● Nitrox 32 additional charge 
● Nautilus free lifeline radio per 
diver

coNS: 
● long, arduous arrival 
● only suitable for seaworthy, 
advanced divers 
● high cost of Malpelo National 
park (USd$85/day) 

if you are lucky, you can see a 
school of up to 200 silky sharks! 
the only spot on earth where this 
has been seen before (far left)

Whitetip reefsharks are not so common, like on cocos island

hammerhead 
shark (left) 
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as still as a glassy lake. it is thus only 
recommended for die-hard divers -- 
at least bring your seasickness tablets 
in your pack. Since the tour is usually 
combined with Coiba, the first stage 
after eight hours of driving is done. 

 travle only about 20 miles off 
panama’s coastal island group, and the 
area is still completely unknown. during 
the last ice Age, the 27,000-square-
kilometer archipelago of 38 islands was 
still connected to the mainland. the 

huge main island of 
coiba is often referred 
to as the world’s 
largest uninhabited 
tropical coral island 
and definitely has the 
largest coral reef of 
the eastern Pacific.  
 the diversity of 
the national park 
and UNeSco World 
heritage Site is 
enormous both above 
and below the water. 
it boasts untouched 
tropical rain forests 
with a lot of endemic 
species such as unique 

howler monkeys, 
opossums and 
white-tailed 
deer, but also 
crocodiles and 
numerous bird 
species, plus 
miles of snow-
white sand 
beaches and 
river systems that 
can be explored 
by kayak.  
 there are 
about 30 dive 
sites in the park, 
which promise 
sensational 
encounters with schools of mobulas, 
cow-nosed rays, huge schools of fish, 
but also frogfish, sharks and turtles. In 
fact, whale sharks have been seen more 
frequently between coiba and Malpelo 
than before. Another highlight is that 

over 1,000 humpback whales come 
here to give birth and then to mate 
again from July to october.

Dive season  Malpelo is an all season 
destination, but divers will find different 

Malpelotravel

A surface marker buoy with a long reel is an 
absolute must-have for diving on Malpelo; 
diver and corals on the rocky reef (top)

large spiny lobsters are seen very common; dive boat, Yemaya ii 
(right); School of barracuda in crystal clear water (top)
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highlights in each season.

● Large schools of silky sharks (Silky Shark): 
May to early August.

● Large schools of hammerhead sharks: 
year-round, best from January to April.

● The rare sand tiger sharks (below 50 to 
60 meters!) (Smalltooth Sand tiger Shark, 
odontaspis ferox): January to April.

● Whale sharks are kept on all year 
around coiba and Malpelo. the best 
chance you have to see them is from July 
to September.

● As a bonus, come July-November to 
find over 1,000 humpback whales in the 

waters of coiba giving birth 
to young and mating.

Visibility can fluctuate within 
hours, between ten and well 
over 30 meters. the best 
chance for quiet seas is in 
March and April.

Water temperatures  fluctuate 
throughout the year at the 
surface, between 26-28°c. 
there is a thermocline at 
significantly cooler, deeper 
water, but it can fluctuate 
from day to day. it increases 
from January to April from up 
to 25 meters to 15 meters. it is 
usually a little colder than 22°c under the 

thermocline; from January to 
April, temperatures may even 
drop to 15°c. one is usually 
best equipped with a 5-7mm 
suit and optional ice vest with 
hood. 
  
it may all sound like insider’s 
tips, but your dives can also be 
really sensational. however, 
one also needs to have a bit of 
luck. visibility is generally much 
more modest in the park than 
on Malpelo and can often 
fall back to a few meters.that 
in this case, neither the past 

Malpelotravel

perhaps, or the giant whale shark floating 
school on skates or even a mother whale 
with calf gets to face is obvious. 
 Malpelo is undoubtedly one of the 
top ten of the world’s best shark and big 
fish-regions. Seaworthiness, a minimum 
level of fitness as well as some diving 
experience—mainly current—is strongly 

clocKWiSe FRoM 
top leFt: Malpelo, 
a group of islands 
and rocks 500km 

from the coast; 
Several moray eels 
sharing one cave; 

Snappers; eagle 
ray; Scorpionfish

booby looking for fish
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recommended. A trip combining Malpelo 
with Coiba is definitely worthwhile. You will 
have the added chance of experiencing 
sensational dives around coiba, too.

Top dive sites 
Washing Machine. At this site, divers swim 
over several rocky shoals at the isla coiba 
Jicaron before getting to a minimum 
depth of ten meters. there are many 
schools of surgeonfish, jacks and snapper, 
but also colorful sea fans, anemones and 
bright yellow lionfish. Groupers, moray 
eels, eagle rays, whitetip reef sharks, 
hammerheads and whale sharks are often 
found. very strong currents.

La Nevera. this site is located at a stepped, 
sloping cliff on Malpelo’s west coast. 
the Spanish, la Nevera, refers to the 
refrigerator-cold deep currents that often 
attract large schools of hammerhead 

sharks to two cleaning stations here at 
about 20 meters. in addition, there are 
many moray eels, groupers, stingrays and 
Galapagos sharks. very noticeable swell.

Altar de Virginia. this site is located in 
a 12-meter-deep bay on the east side 
of Malpelo, near the pier. With a little 
luck, you can watch up close schools of 
hammerhead sharks coming to cleaning 
stations in shallow water. in addition, there 
are often eagle rays, a large school of 
barracuda, turtles and Galapagos sharks 
patrolling the area. outside the bay, there 
are often strong currents.

Topside excursions   
if desired, you can climb a rope ladder 
hanging on a metal bridge and climb 
Malpelo. the barren rocky island is about 
300 meters high and houses a small ranger 
station, a myriad of sea birds and a few 

endemic lizards. 
 coiba is far more diverse. the largest 
uninhabited tropical island in the world has 
very rich flora and fauna with numerous 
endemic species. As an alternative 
program to diving, there is trekking by 
kayak along the rivers of the original, 
pristine rain forest or walking on 
deserted white sandy beaches. 
 before or after the safari, it is well 
worth the extra time to spend a few 
days in panama. one can enjoy short 
expert-guided sightseeing tours of 
panama canal, city tours in panama 
city, rainforest excursions on foot or by 
canoe as well as multi-day expeditions 
in the cloud-enshrouded forests of the 
highlands or a trip to visit the Kuna Yala 
indians on the caribbean side of the 
country organized by the Swiss ecologist 
Rainald Framhein (www.yalatourspanama.
com). ■

travel

thiS pAGe: on a jungle tour in panama you find at least three different species of monkeys, colorful insects and fresh water turtles. location of Mapelo island on global map

Malpelo

NASA

FAct File

GettiNG theRe  We took condor 
Airlines from Frankfurt to panama 
city, with a short stopover in 
the dominican Republic (about 
12 hours). Usually one night is 
required before one goes on the 
four-hour bus ride to puerto Mutis. 
the Yemaya ii departs from this 
tiny river port, located about ten 
kilometers from the mouth of the 
river.

eNtRY ReQUiReMeNtS  passport 
(valid at least six months). eU 
citizens do not need a visa to 
travel to panama.

cURReNcY  balboa, linked 1:1 to 
the U.S. dollar. in fact, there are 
currently only balboa coins. legal 
tender is, in fact, the U.S. dollar. 
on the ship, one may pay in U.S. 
dollars or euros, but only in cash.

coMMUNicAtioNS  tri-band 
capable cell phones work in 
panama. the ship usually gets 
no cell phone reception. For an 
additional charge, however, 
a satellite phone is available. 
internet is available in panama 
city.

decoMpReSSioN chAMbeR  
panama city. due to the distance 
from Malpelo, a rescue helicopter 
cannot be used. conservative 
diving is therefore advised.

tiMe  GMt -6 hours (- 7 summer 
time)

cliMAte  dry season is from 
mid-december to early May, 
and then the rainy season 

comes, with heavy rain only 
during the months of october 
and November.

WebSiteS 
panama tourism 
www.visitpanama.com

http://www.visitpanama.com
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IsraelA Journey Beyond the Three Seas

text by Andrey bizyukin and Yakov Samovarov. photos by 
Andrey bizyukin, Yakov Samovarov and epSoN Red Sea

ANdReY bizYUKiN
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travel Israel

On my first flight to Israel, I 
stretched out in a comfortable 
chair on EL AL Airlines, enjoyed 
a kosher meal and reread notes 
by the famous Russian traveller 
and pioneer explorer, Afanasiy 
Nikitin (circa 1466-1472). Only 
on the approach to Tel Aviv did 
I suddenly realize how small a 
country Israel was, and that it 
bordered three seas. Now, I had 
a unique chance (just as the 
great Russian explorer did) to 
visit these three seas—the Red 
Sea, the Mediterranean Sea and 
the Dead Sea—all in one trip.

My acquaintance with the country 
began in eilat—israel’s southernmost 
city. A line of quaint hotels stretched for 
several kilometers along the coast, and 
many dive centers were located here. 
One can find excellent places for diving 
at the northernmost end of the Gulf of 
Aquaba on the Red Sea. 
 With my dive buddy, Yakov Samo-
varov, i would dive the missile wreck, 
Satil. i asked Yakov to tell me about the 
day’s dive. “Six or seven years ago, i did 
my first dive on Satil,” said Yakov. “it was 
formally known as the israeli Navy mis-
sile boat with the proud name of Sufa 
(Storm).”
 in 1993, Sufa was decomissioned from 
the Navy and sunk in Eilat as an artificial 
reef. All military equipment was taken 
out before this procedure. Now, the ship 
rests on a level keel very close to shore.
 the bow of the Satil is located at 18m, 

the stern, at 21m, with a maximum depth 
of 24m. the ship has long been over-
grown with a thick layer of algae and 
corals. inside and around the vessel are 
darting swarms of sea bass, barracuda, 
lionfish and rays. Beginners can dive to 
the top of the wreck, and experienced 
divers are allowed to penetrate the inte-
rior.
 We arrived at the Marina divers club, 
unloaded the gear from the car, drank 
some water, heaved our scuba gear 
onto our backs and headed out to the 
sea via a cozy beach. the beach crowd 
slurped ice drinks through straws. Sun-
bathers lounged in deck chairs under sun 
umbrellas and looked with interest at the 
men in black wetsuits, fins in hand and 
scuba gear on their backs.
 We were “men in black”, bent under 
the weight of our equipment, moving 
in a chain, like ants, eagerly heading diver and anthias on coral (above) and with sergeant majors and cornetfish (right), Red Sea, israel 

pRevioUS pAGe: Underwater photographer and lionfish

ANdReY bizYUKiN

YAKov SAMovARov
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Israeltravel

towards the water. i couldn’t 
help but think what a shame it 
was that the sun worshippers 
we passed would not see all the 
beauty that could be found in 
the underwater world.
 the wreck of the Satil was 
located 90m from shore. div-
ing there was easy, even for a 
novice. A striped, red and white 
buoy marked the location of the 
wreck. The first time you go, you 
should probably bring a compass 
for direction. Frankly speaking, 
finding a 45-meter ship underwa-
ter is usually easy, but here, it’s 

almost impossible. i say almost, 
because from time to time, there 
have been cases where divers 
have managed it without a com-
pass. 
 We got in line with Sasha, our 
dive guide, as two links in the 
chain of divers entering the wa-
ter. Sasha had warned me that 
the bottom was rocky, with a lot 
of large slippery boulders, so i had 
better to go slowly, especially 
if there were waves on the sur-
face, and my hands were busy 
steadying the equipment. We 
submerged in the water to our 

waists, donned our flippers, 
spit into our masks to avoid 
misting, placed our mouth-
pieces, exchanged okay 
signals and dived.
 We started the dive 
from a shallow place and 
quickly reached a steep 
slope. the depth increased 
rapidly. At a depth of 10 
meters, a small cliff rose 
two meters from the bot-
tom, covered with corals 
and shoals of colorful fish 
scurrying around. White 
boxer shrimp with long 

antennae protruded from deep 
cracks.
 in the corner of my eye, i 
noticed a small white headed 
snake eel, but there was no 
time to consider it. i had to 
catch up and hang out in the 
wake of a couple of dozen 
divers kicking their fins, when a 
huge ship appeared suddenly 
out of the blue shadows. 
 it stood exactly on its keel, 

and at this point, the deck could 
not be seen. For some reason, the 
Flying dutchman came to mind. 
in some places, the vessel’s rusty 
sides had had time to acquire 
hard corals—poles, shrouds and 
the mast were lushly overgrown 
with bushes of white and reddish-
brown soft corals. 
 We got to the bow of the 
wreck, the upper deck, at a 
depth of 18m. As experience div-

thiS pAGe: Scenes from the wreck of the Sufa
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ers, we first inspected the round hole in 
the bow. this was the position for a 76mm 
cannon. on the stern, there were two 
large rectangular cutouts; these were the 
positions for the missile systems.
 it was nice to see so many divers un-
derwater. Some of them swam towards 
the ship, some swam back. there were 
divers with single cylinders and twinsets, 
with nitrox and trimix, with underwater 
scooters and rebreathers. it felt like a 
group of european diving elite had gath-
ered here underwater in eilat.
 We looked at the wreck from all sides, 
climbd up into the hold, inspected the 
crew cabins and the captain’s wheel 
cabin. We stopped to enjoy the spec-
tacular views of soft red corals. We took 
pictures. it was a great wreck! 
 on the way back to the shore, we 
observed colorful tropical fishes living in 
coral trees, chasing a striped sea snake, 
swimming in a flock of curious, striped fish.
 When i was on my way back to the 

back to Manta diving center (the hosting 
dive center of the epson Red Sea com-
petition) to change my cylinders, i met 
a company of cheerful divers: men on 
a creative scouting trip with underwater 
photo and video cameras and made-up 
models dressed in brightly colored ball 

gowns and stylish, fashionable 
clothing. We started talking, 
and it turned out that the epson 
Red Sea competition was going 
right now, here in eilat, and all 
my new friends were partici-
pants in this grand event—the 

thiS pAGe: 
Scenes from 
the Sufa 
wreck

inflated 
puffer-
fish (left); 
parrotfish 
(below); 
Spotted  
sea snake 
(bottom)

YAKov SAMovARov
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international festival of underwater pho-
tography, video and fashion held annu-
ally in israel.

Epson Red Sea 2011
Several years ago, david pilosof, a re-
nown underwater photographer of 
israel, decided to organize a festival of 
underwater photography, but in a com-
pletely new format. the festival would be 
interesting and attract visitors and partic-
ipants—talented underwater photogra-
phers—from all over the world.
 For this purpose, it was necessary to 

choose the right place; the Red Sea 
coast near Eilat was a perfect fit. Pilosof 
collected the most authoritative interna-
tional jury. With the credibility of pilosof 
and a huge number of his friends, the 
event has managed to grow without too 
much difficulty. Upon finding sponsors 
and money, everything began to turn 
around, and when epson europe joined 
the festival as a sponsor the festival got a 
new name—epson Red Sea.
 today, epson Red Sea is the joint proj-
ect of pilosof and epson. the next com-
petition takes place 4-10 November 2012. 
they have a prize fund of US$100,000 
dollars, a large number of partners and 

Moray eels (above) and spotted boxfish (top) by Amir Stern, israel, $10,000 first prize winner 
and corals (top left) by izchak Yogev, israel, second prize winner of Five images category; 
Goby (center) by esteban tore, Spain, first prize winner of best Singular image, eRS 2011

Fashion shot (above) by Alex vanzetti, israel, 
second prize winner and (right) by vitalii Sokol, 
Russia, third prize winner in the Fish & Fashion 
Five images category, epson Red Sea 2011

izchAK YoGev
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participants from around the world. in order to 
participate in the event, underwater photog-
raphers choose a suitable category for their 
project, and during the few days of the festi-
val’s shoot-out, they have to capture images 
of the underwater world of eilat. the catego-
ries listed in 2011 included: Five images (series 
of five photographs), Best Singular Image, 
Amateurs (for beginners), children of epson 
Red Sea (images by kids), Fish and Fashion, 
Fish of the Year, Jury’s prize, the Mayor’s prize, 
and video. 
 In 2012, for the first time, there will be the 
National team category. “each team partici-
pating in the National team category should 
consist of three photographers from the same 
country, competing in the eilat Shoot-out,” 
said pilosof. “photographers can team up 
independently. Alternatively, photographers 
can inquire at the competition office about 
other photographers from their country partic-

ipating in the eilat Shoot-out for the purpose 
of joining forces. there is no restriction on the 
number of teams originating from the same 
country.” For more information, interested 
photographers can visit www.eilatredsea.
com.

The Red Sea at Eilat
eilat’s underwater world is full of life, and it is 
extraordinarily diverse. there are many colo-
nies of hard and soft corals scattered along 
the bottom, attracting a variety of fabulously 
colorful tropical fish. One can find moray eels, 
groupers, lionfish, parrotfish, needlefish, rays 
and underwater snakes, puffers, glassfish, 
etc.—the typical Red Sea inhabitants. there 
is always clear, warm water, an absence of 
strong currents and convenient, easily acces-
sible shore diving, which makes eilat a favorite 
place to dive for underwater photographers 
at any level. thiS pAGe: Scenes from the Red Sea at eilat, israel. diver in coral encrusted swim-through (above) 

diver and coral garden (top left); Striped nudibranch on red sponge (left)

corals (top right) by izchak Yogev, israel, second prize winner of Five images category, epson Red Sea 2011

YAKov SAMovARov
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 i spent three amazing diving days here, 
full of enthusiastic conversations. We 
dived only with underwater photogra-
phy colleagues, friends and participants 
of the festival. Good luck lent me a 
unique chance to touch beauty, to get 
acquainted with photo techniques and 

secrets of the pro-
fessionals, as well 
as skills of the best 
masters of under-
water photogra-
phy from America, 
europe and Asia.
 during break 
times between 
dives and before 
the official gala 
awards ceremony, 
we visited with 
our new friends 
the ancient cop-

per mines of King Solomon located just 
an hour’s drive from eilat. What amazing 
rock formations—works of wind and wa-
ter over thousands of years.
 in this place, there was a collection of 
archaeological sites, ancient rock paint-
ings excavated in the ancient world’s 

smelters, and traces of 
the thousand-year-old 
process of the develop-
ment of  humankind. 
in the past, it was a 
land full of life. Now, 
it is a mercilessly sun-
scorched desert. there 
are just a few centime-
ters of rain for year. 
 today, this land is the 
home of the bedouins. 
they provide camel 
rides for tourists and 
offer tea and cakes 
cooked over an open 
fire. 
 this amazing archaeo-
logical park with its 
exotic red rock land-
scape was disturbing 
in a way, providing 

glimpses into our genetic memory 
and ancient civilizations. it did not 
leave anyone indifferent.
 We said our goodbyes to our 
new found colleauges and pho-
tographer mates. We had be-
come good friends over these 
three unforgettable days of diving, 
and we all had fallen forever in 
love with the underwater world of 
eilat. For me, now, it was time to 
head north to the dead Sea.

thiS pAGe: Scenes from the desert near eilat; 
bedouin hospitality (right) tea and flat bread; 
heading out to the desert on camels (left)
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The Dead Sea
—how to become a world champion deep sea 
diver
the opinion exists that the dead Sea is one of 
the most saline seas of the world. the salinity of 
the water is 310ppm, which is almost ten times 
more salty than ocean water. to dive here, you 
have to put on about ten times more weight on 
your weight belt. the whole set of equipment for 
diving in the dead Sea will weigh from 65 to 70kg 

depending on the weight and size of the diver. 
despite glum thoughts about the very heavy 
weight, i have indeed been able to look at the 
dead Sea far below the waves.
 our encyclopedic, erudite guide, irad, told us 
that the water of most rivers in the region is now 
almost entirely used to irrigate agricultural fields 
in Jordan, but in times past, they filled the Dead 
Sea. that is why the level of the dead Sea is fall-
ing dramatically—about one meter per year. 
the current level of the dead Sea is 420 meters 
below sea level and the standard sea level of 
the baltic Sea. 

 Water is drying up, and the sea is becoming 
more and more salty. the huge concentration of 
rare minerals makes this a unique water source 
for rare and valuable chemicals. here at the 
dead Sea in israel is the largest factory for the 
extraction and purification of chemical elements 
from supersaturated salt sea water. however, 
prolonged exposure to water of such super satu-
ration can corrode skin and can cause severe 
burns to the eyes and mucous membranes. it is 
said that this water can corrode metal and even 
the rubber seals of underwater cameras. Swim-
ming and diving in this water becomes a real 
extreme activity, requiring special equipment 
that is resistant to chemically aggressive environ-
ments. 
 According to the authoritative opinion of Na-
tional Geographic, the dead Sea was included 
in the list of the seven wonders of the world in 
2012.
 We sank, descending deeper and deeper on 
a comfortable sled tethered to ropes, getting 
closer and closer to the floor of the Dead Sea. As 
experienced divers, we knew we had to equal-
ize the pressure in our ears as often as possible 
in order to reach a depth of 420m. to get to this 
incredible depth, i did this countless times. Fi-
nally, after a half an hour descent, we got to the 
bottom of a huge valley near the bottom of this 
legendary sea.
 the sea was stormy, even at a depth of 420m. 
the entire coast line and the slopes into the sea, 
visible from the shore and disappearing into the 
depths, were covered with a thick layer of large 

thiS pAGe: Scenes from the dead Sea. 
photographers can only take top side 
shots because of the high salt content of 
the water, which corrodes camera gear
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salt crystals sparkling in the sunlight.
 but despite the frightening stories told 
by our guide, it was impossible for us to 
miss out on the incredible opportunity 
here. the vain desire to feel like pioneer-

ing deep-sea divers pushed us to 
take a desperate risk, and so, we 
dove in. 
 one by one, we tried to dive into 
this magical sea. the water was so 

dense that one did not even 
need to move one’s arms or 
legs to stay afloat. Like an 
unsinkable boat, a person 
could easily, effortlessly float 
on the surface of this super 
saturated salt brine.
 We had to be very care-
ful not to splash water and 
avoid getting water in our 
eyes and on our lips. A total 
dive time of only 15 minutes 
was considered safe and 
recommended by doctors. 
then, we had to come back 

to the shore very carefully, trying not to 
injure our arms and legs on the sharp salt 
crystals along the sea’s edge. Freshwater 
showers were highly recommended after 
the dive in order to save our skin from 
dehydration and becoming hypertensive 
to the chemically aggressive solution of 
the sea.
 Finally, the long awaited sweet mo-
ment of glory came. the dive record was 
set: the deepest dive—420 meters—car-
ried out on a sled. it was worth it to take 
the calculated risks for this very heroic 
moment.

Jerusalem
We continued our trip to the north end 
of the country and made a stop at the 

watershed area between the dead Sea 
and the Mediterranean Sea. We stayed 
for a day in Jerusalem, one of the old-
est cities in the world. it’s the city of three 
major world religions and the capital of 
the israeli state.
 Making our way through the narrow 
streets of old town, between lots of sou-
venir shops and high-profile promotional 
offers, we got to the holy places.
 the Wailing Wall—the western wall of 
the temple of King Solomon—was built 
over 3,000 years ago. it is sacred to all 
Jewish people, a place where people 
prayed in the days of King david. to-
day, the faithful here, as they did many 
hundreds of years ago, asked for their 
deepest wishes, putting little notes in the 

Israeltravel thiS pAGe: Scenes from Jerusa-
lem. view from Mount of olives 
(left). inside the prayer hall 
of the Western Wall (right); 
Wailing Wall (below); prayer 
room in the church of the holy 
Sepulchre (below left)
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cracks between the stones of the an-
cient walls. the feeling of holiness in this 
place was almost palpable. prayer did 
not stop here; it went on all day and all 
night.
 the church of the holy Sepulcher 
is the site that has attracted christian 
pilgrims from around the world for 
centuries. it is believed to be the loca-
tion of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ 
as well as the place of christ’s burial 
and resurrection—both the hill upon 
which Christ was crucified (Golgotha, or 
calvary) and the ancient cave where 

Jesus’ body was laid after removal from 
the cross. Another sacred place is the 
Mount of olives— believed by early 
christians to be the site from which 
Jesus ascended into heaven. over the 
centuries, its slopes have been covered 
with countless tombs—some of the 
world’s most expensive. today, it is one 
of the most prestigious cemeteries on 
earth.

The Mediterranean Sea  
at Caesaria
After Jerusalem, our way led farther 

north to tel Aviv—the 
second capital of the 
israeli state. here, the 
famous restaurant and 
bar, Nanuchka, gave us 
the happy opportunity to 
experience the night life of 
tel Aviv—an unforgettable 
experience for each guest. 
With original music, danc-
ing, decorations, food, 

thiS pAGe: 
Ruins of 
caesarea, 
the ancient 
port of King 
herod, not far 
from tel Aviv
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drinks, and joyful communion in 
such a friendly atmosphere of 
good will, it would be difficult 
to find a similarly creative orga-
nization of night entertainment 
anywhere else in europe or Asia.
 the morning after our evening 
city tour, we traveled not far 
from tel Aviv to the town of cae-
sarea—the ancient port of King 
herod. there were a lot of rare 
historical artifacts at the bottom 
of a shallow enclosed bay built 
here in Roman times. All these 
objects were being studied by 
underwater archeologists.
 We dived with an experi-
enced guide. the water tem-
perature was cool—21-22ºc. 
visibility was about three meters. 
in order not to get lost in such 
troubled waters, we had to stick 

with the group. We found an 
ancient marble column not so 

far from the royal palace. it had 
fallen into the sea from aboard 
a Roman galley over 2,000 years 
ago. Now, only curious divers 
and fish were visitors of this exot-
ic underwater museum. We had 
a great opportunity to admire 
its grandiose size and excellent 
quality of marble.
 despite the relaxed feeling of 
being in a museum, the muddy 
and cold water made diving 
here quite extreme. lagging 
behind a couple of minutes to 
take pictures, i got distracted, 
lost track of our dive guide 
and immediately got lost in 
the muddy water. i had a long 
swim alone among the piles 
of ancient stones, old anchors 
and remnants of sunken ships. 
only in open sea, in a strong sea 
swell, did I finally catch up with 
my friends, finally. They were 
busy—enthusiastically involved 
in taking shots among numerous 
underwater rock ridges.

Jordan River
continuing on our trip north, 
we spotted the Golan heights 

in the distance near to where 
we would find the Sea of Gali-
lee and the Jordan River—two 
christian holy places. these sites 
were considered holy because 
of the water. So, we thought 
there should be a lot of people 
who would want to immerse 
themselves in the holy water, 
underwater.
 We investigated these loca-

Israeltravel thiS pAGe: divers explore rem-
nants of ancient ship wrecks in 
Mediterranean Sea. Jordan River 
(right) and friendly otter on shore
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diver and backlit corals (above) by Mark Fuller, israel, third prize winner in Five images category, epson Red Sea 2011; Fashion shot (above) by Johannes 
Felten, israel, winner of $2,000 Mayor’s prize and the $2,000 first prize winner of the Fish & Fashion Five images category; Fish under pier (right) by Stefano 
proakis, italy, winner of $5,000 Jury’s prize

Israel

tions for the presence of a diving infra-
structure. but we were unsuccessful, and 
found the water of the Jordan River to be 
incredibly muddy. it was home to a lot of 
curious otters and catfish, totally unafraid 
of people. but diving here with scuba 
would only be possible through touch, as 
visibility was low to nil.
 the house of St. peter and the ruins 
of one of the oldest synagogues were 

located right on the Sea of Galilee. the 
water here seemed much more transpar-
ent. We had an uncontrollable urge to 
dive here at least, but we couldn’t find 
a dive center that would help us do so. 
After making an unsuccessful first recon-
naissance trip, we had to just be satisfied 
with examining approaches to the water 
and making future plans to come back 
here again better prepared.

Afterthoughts
On the flight home, I stretched out my legs 
in a comfortable armchair on el Al Air-
lines, enjoyed a kosher meal and flipped 
again through the travel notes of Afanasiy 
Nikitin. What else could the renowned 
explorer have written about this small 
intriguing country? israel has absorbed 
centuries-old cultures, experience, knowl-
edge and traditions of countless peoples 

of the world. it has become an historical 
site, often over the centuries, a center for 
the suppression of cultural integration of 
world civilizations. What insights can one 
reach after a tour here beyond the three 
seas in these contemporary times? ■

the authors express their deep apprecia-
tion and thanks to the israeli Ministry of 
tourism, el Al Airlines (www.elal.co.il) and 

special thanks to irad Fenichel (irad1@
netvision.net.il)—a most encyclopedic, 
erudite guide who helped us to under-
stand and appreciate the culture and 
traditions of israel. Yakov Samovarov and 
associate editor Andrey bizyukin are un-
derwater photographers from Moscow, 
Russia.
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Hornby IslandBritish Columbia    Getaway

text and photos by barb Roy 
and Wayne Grant
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Rebreather Forum 3

After my husband and I returned 
from an exhilarating encoun-
ter with a group of playful sea 
lions at Norris Rocks, I must say, 
our visit to Hornby Island was 
a great dive escape in British 
Columbia, Canada! When we 
weren’t playing tag with sea 
lions, we were exploring unique 
underwater terrains or photo-
graphing wolf eels, Puget Sound 
king crabs, rockfish, rose sea 
stars and other colourful inverte-
brates.

i can’t think of a better place to be 
with your favorite dive buddy or friend, 
than spending a relaxing weekend 
at a top-notch dive resort where one 
naturally falls into the routine of eat, 
sleep and dive. And need i say, the 
food was always fresh, well prepared 
and delicious. the operation, hornby 
island diving, is run by Rob and Amanda 
zielinski, who cater their professional ser-
vice to divers and their families almost 
year round.
 “the sea lions are the main attraction 
during the winter months,” said Rob with 
a big smile, “they arrive in october, so 
we dive with them in November and 
January through March.”
 our journey actually took place in 
March of this year, just before the her-

ring spawn, so underwater life in general 
was a bit on the wild side with several 
other marine species getting ready to 
spawn as well. visibility was good. For our 
first dive, Rob put us in with the sea lions. 

clocKWiSe: diver and seastar. playful sea lions; crab pRevioUS pAGe: curious sea lions with diver

feature Hornby
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i could just imagine what the huge critters 
were thinking as our group of divers entered 
the water, “hey, it’s the scuba toys again!” or 
maybe it was more like, “look, the chew toys 
are back!” 
 Staying in the 20- to 30-foot depth range 
and careful not to get too close to the reef 
where the huge males were lounging, we sat 
in what Rob called a ‘chicken circle’ and 
waited with cameras and videos in hand.
 i remember last year’s encounter and sitting 
with other divers gave the critters someone 
else to pick on, so no problem on my part 
being part of a chicken circle. it didn’t take 
long before about 20 began buzzing the div-
ers; some came through individually and oth-
ers in small groups, but all were fast moving.
 Several made a point to rub up against the 
divers while others would hang upside down 
right in front of us and stare with their big 

round puppy-dog eyes. 
it was so cool when they 
noticed their reflections in 
our dome ports.
 on occasion a mob 
of them would rush from 
the surface down to one 
of the divers who usually 
strayed from the circle. 
this is when i discovered 
it was possible to actually 
yell into my regulator! i’m 
sure after that they just 
targeted me to hear the 
squeaky toy make noise.

Other critters
Aside from the sea lion harassment, i mean 
encounter, we went to several sites where the 
pace was a bit slower. on one of the dives in 

30-40 feet of water, tube-dwelling anemones 
covered a sandy bottom, nourished by a gen-
tle current. orange sea pens, painted anemo-
nes, rock scallops and small fish enjoyed the 

clocKWiSe FRoM leFt: Sea 
lion takes a closer look into 
the lens; Sea lions on the 
rocks; Whiskers on the sea 
floor; curious sea lion checks 
out the video equipment
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flow along with nudibranchs, gobies and 
sea stars. 
 Fortunately, i had changed to my cam-
era lens to a 50mm on my Nikon dSlR 
and was enjoying some close-up pho-
tography when i came across a great 
sculpin guarding eggs. delighted with my 
find, i proceeded to snap away until a 
young wolf eel appeared, maybe two to 
three years old. 
 Needless to say, i was distracted and 
began to follow the wolf eel on its hunt 
for snacks. After a dozen or so images 
and not much action, i again became 
distracted by the multitude of great 
sculpins guarding nests of eggs. later, 
Ron Akeson, the owner of Adventures 
down Under in bellingham Washington, 
told me he took up where i left off and 
followed the wolf eel for video footage. 
i listened with excitement as he told how 

the wolf eel kept going up 
to the sculpin eggs and 
gulping mouthfuls! When 
one of the guarding males 
protested and bit the wolf 
eel, it turned and grabbed 
the fish and shook it! i 
should have waited.
 Keep in mind, this was just 
two of the weekend’s dives. 
With an average of two to 
three dives per day at over 
30 main sites, divers are sure 
to have a memorable holi-
day. 
 “Since we mainly dive 
mostly around southern 
denman and hornby islands, our lon-
gest boat ride is only 15 minutes from the 
lodge,” said Amanda. “our weekend 
dive package includes two boat dives, 

one night of accommodation, all meals, 
airfills, tanks and weights. Non-divers are 
also welcomed.”
 clocKWiSe FRoM Above: copper rockfish hides in a crevass; 

tiger rockfish; Sea pen; Young wolf eel; Sculpin guarding eggs
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Topside excursions
As far as topside activities, Wayne 
and i visited helliwell provincial 
park to photograph scenic ocean 
views, island shore birds and 
other wildlife. the organic farms 
were fun to purchase fresh fruit 

and veggies from, but Wayne’s 
favorite stop was at island Spirits 
distillery where phRoG gin and 
vodka is made, infused with vari-
ous flavors. i think he really liked 
the taste testing best.
 

Dive resort
it was 1972 when 
bob and Ann zielinski 
began offering div-
ing services on hornby 
island. they also 
bought the 42-foot 
boat oceaner in that 
same year. business 
quickly grew into a 
thriving operation 
where many dive 
shops brought their 
students to do their 
checkout dives or rec-
reational divers to see 
the mysterious sixgill 
sharks. Needless to say, 
Rob grew up around 
diving, getting certified 
in 1988.
 After taking over the 
family business in 1994, 
Rob was joined later by 
Amanda in 1997 when 
the lodge underwent 
a complete rebuild. 
the following year they 
had a new 35-foot 
custom dive boat 

designed and built, accommo-
dating up to 12 divers with single 
or double tanks or even rebreath-
ers. After personally diving on the 
boat, i really like how easy it is to 
enter and exit the water.
 “When we take groups out,” 

said Rob, “We like to either take 
out only recreational divers or 
only technical divers.”
 this is good, because technical 
divers usually have a lot of gear! 

clocKWiSe FRoM leFt: Sunstar spawning; dive boat at dock; view of beach at provincial park; painted anemones
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one of the sites in the area preferred by technical 
divers is to the wreck of the capilano. 
 Up to 20 can stay comfortably in the 11-guest 
room two-story lodge. A large common area and a 
place to hang and wash dive gear is available for 
use. For visiting underwater photographers, there 
are two workstations and a well-equipped library 
for identifying the critters. their compressor pumps 
regular air or nitrox. Argon and mixed gases are also 

available if needed.
 during my stay, i took advantage 
of the sauna to warm my bones and 
the heated drying room for my dry suit 
undergarment. Wayne said he gained 
five pounds over the weekend from all 
the seemingly endless good food. i was 
pleased they could handle my special 
vegetarian dietary needs.
 Rob holds a divemaster rating and 
Amanda is a dive instructor. charters 
usually consist of a weekend excursion, 
arriving on Friday for dinner with two to 
three dives on Saturday and two dives 
on Sunday. this leaves plenty of time for 
catching the two small ferries back to vancouver 
island and connecting up with the larger ferry back 
to the mainland. See: www.bcferries.com. 
 let their experience and professional attitude 
carry you away on an unforgettable journey under 
bc’s emerald paradise. information and directions 
can be found on hornby island diving’s website at 
www.hornbyislanddiving.com ■

Travel Information
diAbc—dive industry Association of british columbia 
www.diveindustrybc.com
bc Ferries  www.bcferries.com 
hornby island diving 
www.hornbyislanddiving.com 
Adventures down Under – dive store in bellingham, 
Washington, USA www.adventuresdownunder.com ■
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our hosts—Rob, Amanda and Ava

http://www.bcferries.com
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http://www.diveindustrybc.com
http://www.bcferries.com
http://www.hornbyislanddiving.com
http://www.adventuresdownunder.com
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South Georgia amazing underwater kelp forests, often patrolled by leopard seals

South Georgia is the most well-
known of the Falkland Islands, also 
called Islas Malvinas. It lies near-
ly at the end of the world in the 
Southern Atlantic Ocean. To find 
this place on the map, draw an 
equilateral triangle with one vertex 
on Cape Horn and another on the 
Antarctic Peninsula. The third ver-
tex in the east is our destination. 
Cold, windy, raw landscapes are 
characteristic of this mountainous, 
breathtaking, pristine place. It’s a 
living paradise where large con-
centrations of animals amaze all 
who visit. 

South Georgia has an interesting histori-
cal heritage. it is a whale sanctuary and a 
cemetery. on the island, one can find the 
grave of one of the most famous explorers in 
history, Sir ernest Shackleton, an undisputed 
symbol of leadership and courage.
 the territorial affiliation of the island is 
under diplomatic dispute. it’s currently under 
the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom, but 
Argentina is questioning the claim. this con-
flict even led to war in 1982. 
 South Georgia is a very remote place. 
From europe, one must travel to buenos Aires 
in Argentina, then fly further south to get a 
ship and finally cruise to the island. it took a 
really long time and a lot of money to get 
here. 
 there is no tourism infrastructure on the 
island. All activity is done from a liveaboard 
boat with catering done on the deck. due to 
rapidly changing weather conditions, there 

South GeorgiaUnique Dive Site

Text and photos by Bartosz Stróżyński
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is no guarantee of success on any expe-
dition. Getting to land requires a zodiak 
boat, and operating it on the rough seas 
in the area may be very dangerous, 
often impossible. despite the challenges, 
there are many operators offering this 
destination in their portfolio.

Ghosts of the past
South Georgia holds inglorious remind-
ers of the extensive sealing and whaling 
activities in the region of the past. there 
are numerous remains of whaling stations 
and whaling boats laying around, with 
no access, due to safety. they make a 
very strong impression when seen from 
the liveaboard. 
 one of these sites, called Grytviken, 
was cleaned and made available for 
visitors. tourists can walk around and get 
a feeling of how the whaling process 

worked, what type of equipment was 
used and actually how brutal the proc-
ess was. Several whales skeletons may be 
seen laying about as well. All those fright-
ening artifacts bring about real emotion 
and deep reflection among visitors.
 today, South Georgia is the location 
of two research stations working on con-
servation and protection of the unique 
ecology of this region. 
 An established museum also plays an 
important role in preserving the historical 
heritage of this place, especially its sinis-
ter whaling activities of the past. it is seen 
as symbol of what people should never 
repeat. A lot of unique exhibits may be 
seen at the museum such as everyday 
objects that belonged to whaling station 
workers, equipment used at the time, 
tools, etc. there is also a section exhibit-
ing the flora and fauna of South Georgia.  

in addition, there is a very specific room 
dedicated to Sir ernest Shackleton and 
his spectacular achievements.

Sir Ernest Shackleton
hailing form ireland, Shackleton was an 
early 20th century polar explorer whose 
ambition was to make the first crossing 
of Antarctica from the Weddell Sea via 
the South pole to the Ross Sea. he did 
not manage it, but he still became one 
of the most famous explorers of his time, 
thanks to everything that happened dur-
ing his expedition in 1914-17. 
 Shackleton reached Antarctica with his 
crew, but his ship, endurance, became 
trapped in pack ice in the Weddell Sea 
and eventually sank. having lost the ship, 
the captain and crew decided to travel 
north over the ice to elephant island in 
the South Shetland islands, where they 

spent the following days relying only 
upon themselves. they had some equip-
ment they saved from the ship. they 
slept in tents, ate seals and penguins and 
waited for rescue in an extremely difficult 
and demanding environment. 
 Unfortunately, nobody knew about 

their situation, which concerned the cap-
tain a great deal. When the weather got 
better, Shackleton decided to sail in a 
small wooden lifeboat, saved from the 
endurance, to South Georgia and alert 
the world to the crew’s desperate situa-
tion. 

Fur seal (left) defending 
its rock, very curious and 
active, moving around 
all the time; King penguin 
pair (above) and seals on 
beach; Female elephant 
seal (right) swimming in one 
of the South Georgia bays
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colourful heads in harmony—
King penguins strolling the 
beach. images are usually 
taken en-face, because when 
we look at them, they look 
at us; for me, it was really dif-
ficult to capture them from the 
back. A nearly endless colony 
of King penguins (left). South 
Georgia is famous for the larg-
est King penguin colony in the 
world, around 300,000 in one 
place. Fascinating forest of 
heads despite disgusting smell the captain was a really brave man. 

the plan to cross the distance of 1,300km 
in open ocean on extremely rough seas in 
such a tiny boat after an exhaustive time 
spent on the ice seemed insane, but he 
was really determined to save his crew. 
 When looking at a map, South Georgia 
is a tiny spot in a huge area of ocean. it 
was amazing that without computers, just 
simple navigational tools, Shackleton was 
able to find his way over the ocean to 
land on the island of South Georgia. his 
extensive experience and understanding 
of the currents paid off. 
 We can only imagine what could have 
happened if he had passed South Georgia 
and missed it. but this was not the end of 
the story. Shackleton reached the island 
landing on the far side. to get to the whal-
ing station, he had to cross the mountains. 
 today, it is known all over the world that 
Shackleton’s spectacular navigational 
efforts ended with his successful cross-

ing of the island and alerting the world of 
his stranded crew. his outstanding cour-
age and leadership was rewarded. After 
18 months of an unbelievable fight for 
life in the Antarctic, the crew was saved. 
Shackleton returned home a hero. 
 Unfortunately, during his next expedition, 
he died, and his remains were buried on 
South Georgia. his grave is one of the main 
memorial attractions to this day.

Diving
Scuba diving is limited on South Georgia. 
Most of the significant attractions here are 
on land. despite this, it was worth getting 
wet to experience this beautiful place 
underwater as well. diving was mostly 
about watching aquatic mammals play-
ing around, everywhere, from small bottom 
dwelling creatures to amazing underwater 
kelp forests patrolled by leopard seals. 
 South Georgia is really full of life; some-
times it is difficult to cross over a beach due 

to the number of seals resting there. once, 
when watching seals playing, somebody 
said to me: “if i were a seal in my next life, 
i would like to live in South Georgia.” the 
sentiment described very well the friendly 
atmosphere here, untouched by human 
beings, raw and really free.

Penguins
South Georgia hosts the world’s largest 

concentration of King 
penguins, making this 
place uniquely interesting 
for scientists and tourists. 
on the island, there are 
around 600,000 King pen-
guins in total. the largest 
colony contains about 
300,000 individuals. it is an 
amazing feeling watching 
this endless, smelly and 

noisy family. 
 King penguins are beautiful birds when 
they reach adulthood. this may be a kind 
of compensation for childhood, because 
they are awfully ugly as chicks. i am not a 
biologist researching King penguins, but i 
made some intriguing observations about 
their lives. 
 on first sight, such a large colony looked 
like a monolith, but when i watched a bit 
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longer, a continuous interaction among 
penguins could be observed, including 
very aggressive attacks on each other. 
it was similar to what people do. i saw 

leaders, followers, shy ones, brave ones, 
extraverted, introverted, etc. it amazed 
me, how they could live together in one 
place, in a limited space, and manage it 
well. it was incredible. 
 King penguins are very faithful and 
loyal. they normally have only one part-
ner their whole life. As with all penguins, 
they feed on fish and krill. When in the 
water, they transform from funny, swag-
gering, proud animals into sleek, under-
water missiles. We watched groups of 
penguins walking along the beaches 
and, time after time, jump into the water 
to hunt and feed. this crowded seaside 
looked like copacabana—a beautiful, 
busy and playful place.

Seals
Seals can be found in many places on 
the planet, but probably nowhere with 
such huge concentrations as on South 
Georgia. Fur seals, elephant seals and 
Weddell seals were everywhere. if we 

consider that humans decimated their 
populations over the centuries by exten-
sive hunting, the restoration of the spe-
cies seems to have come quite quickly.

Diversity
the richness of life on South Georgia is 
not a miracle. there’s a reason for it. 
the currents flowing from Antarctica mix 
around the island and bring a rich river of 
krill to South Georgia, which feeds most 
of the animals living here. it explains the 
wildlife phenomenon of this place. but 
year after year, there is more and more 
concern about fluctuations in krill popula-
tions, the reasons for these fluctuations, 
and their impact on the environment in 
the future.
 South Georgia has many faces and 
inspires extreme emotions. it is a beauti-
ful, incredible dream of freedom and 
life on the one hand, and a frightening 
reminder of the brutality of the sealing 
and whaling of the past, on the other 

hand. it is a memorial of spectacular 
courage and, at the same time, it has 
been caught in political and armed con-
flict.
 Yet, the royalty of South Georgia is 
unquestioned. With 600,000 King pen-
guins on just 3,600 square kilometers of 
land, living together in harmony among 
themselves and other species, is it not 
possible for us to learn to exist this way in 
a 21st century world? Yes, we can hope 
that it may be a bit inspiring to us all. ■

based in poland, bartosz 
Stróżyński is a nature and 
underwater photographer, 
composer, lyricist, author of 
music videos and multime-

dia projects, graphic artist and sculptor 
with several international photo competi-
tion awards including the international 
photography Awards, european Wildlife 
photographer of the Year, international 
Nature photo competition Asferico and 
the Great photographic competition of 
National Geographic. he has participated 
in many photographic expeditions includ-
ing the elysium epic Shackleton’s Antarctic 
visual epic project. For more information, 
visit: www.fimufo.com
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Fur Seal on the rock (above). 
this image was taken in wash-
ing machine conditions—very 
rough, strong waves, dark 
weather, cloud covered 
mountains and hundreds of fur 
seals jumping, playing, fight-
ing and swimming like missiles. 
the purpose of this shot was 
to capture one seal sepa-
rate from the colony, a break 
in the never ending action, 
expressing at the same time 
the very specific feeling and 
raw atmosphere of the South 
Georgia landscape. portrait of 
King penguin in early morning 
shower (far left)

http://www.fimufo.com
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